Press release

Nexi Group chooses TAS Group’s cashless 3.0 suite
to accelerate its time to market
Mercury Payment Services, a Nexi Group company, has adopted the
TAS Group payments platform to offer ever more flexible and
customizable issuing services to its partner banks
Milan, 12th September 2019 - Nexi Group, through Mercury Payment Services, has chosen TAS
Group’s cashless 3.0 platform to be more competitive and responsive to market changes in the
issuing of new payment cards.
The TAS Group payments suite was selected because it allows complete management of the
entire payment product lifecycle, including aspects such as fraud, disputes, security and clearing
with the international Card Networks. The customization and integration with the systems and
processes already in place at Mercury Payment Services was carried out in just a few months
making it possible to deliver the cashless 3.0 platform to a primary customer of the Group and go
live before the summer.
The project was successfully delivered to the full satisfaction of all parties thanks to TAS Group’s
deep experience in the sector and the cashless3.0 suite's technological infrastructure, which is fully
in line with the latest market standards. The platform architecture is designed to optimize and make
available the individual microservices that make up the payment processes, to give issuers ample
flexibility and allow new features and use cases to be rapidly implemented, also in partnership with
third parties.
“It’s a source of great pride to be able to concretely demonstrate our evolved and versatile Fintech
capabilities on the market. The technology on which we have repositioned our platforms is fully
aligned with the latest market standards, and enables complete management of the entire lifecycle
of payment products including fraud management, disputes, security and clearing with the
international Card Networks”, commented Massimiliano Quattrocchi, SVP Global Payments at TAS
Group.
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TAS Group
TAS Group is a leading technology company, providing advanced solutions for cards, payment
systems, capital markets and extended enterprise. Our leading-edge software allows both banks
and new players in the payments space to deliver and manage frictionless, real-time B2C, B2B,
B2G transactions, integrating with and leveraging the latest technologies. From advanced fraud
management solutions that exploit the power of Machine Learning, to scalable, modular payment
platforms delivered over the Cloud, we empower our customers to unlock the infinite potential of
the open and instant era and play an active role in the new payments ecosystem.
Trusted by European Central Banks to manage millions of financial messages each day, our 35year-old reputation in the market and unrivalled domain expertise has made us an internationally
preferred partner for commercial banks and corporations. TAS Group has a global reach and
offices in 8 countries spanning Europe, the USA and Latin America.
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